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GorillaTrades...The Secret to Serious Stock Picks.

Subscribers receive daily insight with
specific recommendations to help
them profit from what some of Wall
Street’s top traders are expecting from
tomorrow’s market.

GorillaTrades is a risk-controlled, market-
tested, proprietary system, which generates a
menu of stock ideas that time and time
again identifies stock trades with explosive
price appreciation potential!  Make no mis-
take, the GorillaTrades system is not about
day trading. In fact, the average holding
period for GorillaPicks is from a few weeks
to several months with a goal of double-
digit profits from every position recom-
mended. Moreover, each idea presented
contains only one-half to one-third the risk
compared to its potential return. A simple
Risk Rating is included with every
GorillaPick that defines its probable risk.

For the skeptic, this site offers free 30-day
access to what may be the most profitable,
risk-controlled investment service you’ll
ever find.

This is not a service that pulls stocks out
of a hat, but rather a program that educates
its subscribers with valuable information. As
with any system of investing, there will be
losses. However, the losses are less than 6%
on average, while most profits are three,
four, five, or even six times this figure! Folks,
if you take a minute to do the math you will
quickly realize just how fast your money
could grow!

How exactly does the GorillaTrades
system work?

GorillaTrades uses its specialized pro-
prietary computer software program to
analyze over 6,000 stocks from the three
major markets each day after the close.
Using an intricate formula, it calculates
the strength of 14 different technical
indicators and analyzes their potential
risk and upside probability parameters.
The software program then projects spe-
cific upside price (profit) targets and gen-
erates an appropriate stop loss level for
every GorillaPick recommended.  

GorillaTrades then continues to active-
ly track these stocks, regularly raising
stop loss levels and second targets as
needed. This guidance helps subscribers
lock in profits and minimize any losses
enabling you to decrease your research time
and improve your portfolio’s return; whether
the market goes up, down, or sideways. This
takes the hardest part of investing off your
hands. It’s no coincidence that a rapidly
growing number of subscribers to the
GorillaTrades service are stock brokers and
professional money managers! 

The beauty of GorillaTrades is that
it’s simple, yet highly effective. The
system allows you to invest on a level
playing field with professionals, with-
out the research time. There is a good
reason why GorillaTrades has sub-
scribers in 55 different countries, and
has become one of the fastest growing,
most highly respected investing sys-
tems in the world. Now is the time to
take your portfolio to the next level!
If you’re completely thrilled with your prof-

its, do nothing and your service will contin-
ue at a special introductory rate of only
$599.95 for the ENTIRE year (which many
subscribers say they make back in their first
few Gorilla trades)! However, if you decide
this service is not for you, simply call us or
cancel online at any time within the first 30
days, and your credit card will never be
charged! GUARANTEED.

So why is GorillaTrades giving you this
incredible offer? Because once you try the
Gorilla’s service, you’ll be so thrilled with
your profits you’ll want to continue. To start
your free trial today, simply go to  www.goril-
latrades.com/barrons to register securely
online and start reading today’s market
update instantly! Or, call 1-866-222-6639 to
speak to one of the Gorilla’s representatives.

PORTFOLIO LEADERS (AS OF 6/19/07)
SAVVIS SVVS +70.20%
Nuance Comm. NUAN +69.62%
Baidu.com BIDU +67.87%
Verigy VRGY +61.37%
Avnet AVT +56.64%
Covanta Holding CVA +48.05%
NCR Corp. NCR +45.91%
MEMC Elect. Mat. WFR +44.55%
J. Crew Group JCG +42.23%
Cameco CCJ +40.33%

SUBSCRIBER REVEALS SUCCESSES
“I am a long-time stock market investor; subscribing at various times to just about
every publication, newspaper, and CD advisor that has been sold. I am impressed
with your advice. It is delightful to say that I have made money by listening to you.
I compare my experience to listening to Tchaikovsky’s 1812 overture. Your site is
dynamic, inspiring, intelligent, noisy, rewarding; but beautiful to behold. Keep up
the good work!” —Martin B. Soloway, Orange, CT, a subscriber for over 3 years

TOP GORILLA TRADES CLOSED IN 2007
Western Refining WNR 59% profit
InterCont. Exch. ICE 49% profit
Alcan AL 46% profit
ITT Educ. Srvcs. ESI 42% profit
Immucor BLUD 38% profit
McDermott MDR 35% profit
Praxair PXR 32% profit
First Data FDC 27% profit
Southwest Gas SWX 26% profit
Verigy VRGY 23% profit


